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Motivation
• Digital footprint: Trace of simple, easily accessible information about almost
every individual worlwide
• One key reason for existence of financial intermediaries: Superior ability to
access and process information for screening borrowers
• This paper: Informativeness of digital footprint for credit scoring
• Wide implications
– Financial intermediaries‘ business models
– Access to credit for unbanked
– Behavior of consumers, firms, and regulators in the digital sphere
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Motivation: New York – Use of operating systems

Red = iOS, Green = Android, Purple = Blackberry

Information about customers’ operating system available to every website without any effort
Source: Gnip, MapBox, Eric Fischer, Data 2011-2013
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Dataset: Overview
•

Sample:
– 270,399 purchases from E-commerce company in Germany (similar to Wayfair)
– Goods shipped first and paid later (~short term consumer loan)
– Period: Oct2015 – Dec2016
– Mean purchase volume: EUR 320 (~USD 350)
– Mean age: 45 years
– Geographical distribution similar to German population
– Contains credit bureau score(s)

•

Default rate: 0.9% (~3% annualized)
– Default rate on all German consumer loans in 2016: 2.4%

•

Data set limited to purchases > €100 and predicted default rate < 10%.
– Benefit: more comparable to typical credit card, bank loan or P2P data set
– For comparison: Lending club with minimum loan amount of USD 1,000 and
minimum FICO of 640 (~15% default rate)
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Distribution of observations over time

Roughly even distribution over time –
with slight increases in dark season (October/November)
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Geographic distribution across states
This figure illustrates the share of customers by states in our sample compared to the German population by states.
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Is dataset comparable to other loan data sets?

•

Similar default rates
compared to other German
lending data sets

•

Similar default rates
compared to U.S. lending
data sets

•

Exception: P2P-lending
studies using data from
2007/2008 with significantly
higher default rates

•

Data is also representative in
terms of the age structure
and geographic distribution
in Germany
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Digital footprint – 10 easily accessible variables
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Bivariate results
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Measure of association: Cramer’s V

•
•
•

Digital footprint variables not highly correlated with credit bureau score
Correlations between other digital footprint variables in general low
Device Type / Operating System highly correlated (for example: most desktops run on
Windows)  we use most frequent combinations in multivariate regressions below
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Judging discriminatory power: AUC
• Method: logistic regression with default dummy as the dependent variable
• Formal analysis of discriminatory power: Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) and Area-under-the-Curve (AUC)

Proportion of defaults

1.00

Lowest 25% by
score cover 65%
of defaults

ROC

0.75
0.65

•

Range: 50% (random prediction) to ~ 100%
(perfect prediction)

•

Closely related to GINI: GINI = 2·AUC – 1

•

Interpretation: Probability of correctly
identifying good case if faced with random
(good, bad)-pair

•

Iyer, Khwaja, Luttmer, Shue (2016): 60%
desirable in information-scarce environments,
70% in information-rich environments

•

See also Vallee and Zeng (2018) and Fuster,
Plosser, Schnabl, and Vickery (2018)
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Area-under-Curve: Credit bureau score versus digital footprint
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Area-under-Curve: Comparison to other studies
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Multivariate regression (logistic)
(1) Credit bureau score with clear
discriminatory ability
(2) All components of digital footprint
exhibit discriminatory ability.
Economic effects are significant.
Example: Mobile/Android with
exp(1.05)=2.86 times higher odds
ratio of defaulting than
Desktop/Windows.
(3) Coefficient estimates barely change.
Suggests that digital footprint
complements rather than substitutes
for credit bureau score.
(4) Digital footprint not a simple proxy
for region, date, or age
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Contribution of individual variables to AUC
•
•

No single variable
dominates
All variables apart
from “do not track”
with significant
marginal AUCs

•

Non-income proxies
more important than
(potential) income
proxies

•

Mix between onetime actions and
actions during current
purchase process
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External validity: Idea
• Evidence so far: Predictive power of digital footprint for shortterm loans for products purchased online
• Now: Test whether digital footprint with predictive power for
traditional loan products as well.
• Unfortunately, no data on other loans available. Idea: Does the
digital footprint predict future changes in the credit bureau
score?
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External validity: Digital footprint predicts future
changes in credit bureau scores
•

Good digital footprint
predicts improvement
in credit bureau score
(even after controlling
for mean reversion)

•

Good digital footprint
predicts improvement
in credit bureau score
in particular for lower
credit bureau scores
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Economic impact of using a better scoring model

October 19, 2015 = Introduction of digital footprint and extension of bureau score
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Digital footprint helps most for low-score and unscorable custom.
Linear model
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Implication 1: Information advantage of
financial intermediaries
• One key reason for the existence of financial intermediaries: Superior
ability to access and process information relevant for screening and
monitoring of borrowers
• This paper: Digital footprint with valuable information for predicting
defaults.
– Likely proxy for some of the current relationship-specific information that banks have
– Reduces gap between FinTechs and traditional financial intermediaries

• Implication: Informational advantage of banks threatened by digital
footprint
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Implication 2: Access to credit for unbanked
•

Two billion working-age adults lack access to financial services

•

High expectations in digital footprints
–
–
–

•

World Bank: “Can digital footprints lead to Greater Financial Inclusion?”
Harvard Business Review: Fintech Companies Could Give Billions of People More Banking Options
Prior evidence on availability of credit and credit scores (Japelli and Pagano, 1993; Brown, Japelli,
and Pagano, 2009; Djankov, McLiesh, and Shleifer, 2009; Beck, Demirguc-Kunt, and Honohan, 2009)

Our paper: Digital footprint help to alleviate credit constraints for unscorables
–
–
–
–

~6% of our sample: no credit bureau score (but: existence of customer confirmed and customer not in
private bankruptcy)
Discriminatory power for unscorable customers is similar
Digital footprint helps to access credit for this sample
Subject to external validity concerns
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Unscorable vs. scorable customers: AUC comparison
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Implication 3: Behavior of consumers, firms, and
regulators in digital sphere
•

Lucas critique: Change in consumers behavior if digital footprint is used by intermediaries
– Some variables costly to manipulate
– Others require change in consumer habits

•

If Lucas critique applies
– Risk of costly signaling equilibrium (Spence 1973): expensive suit vs. expensive phone
– If people change their behavior as a response to digital footprints being used, then people
change their behavior (=impact on everyday life)

•

Beyond consumer behavior
– Firms: Response by firms associated with low-creditworthiness products
– Statistical discrimination / fair lending acts: Proxy for prohibited variables such as race
or gender  likely to be more important than for other alternative data sources
– Lobbying: Incumbant banks might lobby regulators to intervene
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Robustness tests: Overview
Out-of-sample tests
– Nx2-fold cross validation, N=100
– Results are not driven by over-fitting in-sample
Default definition
–
Similar results if we focus on ultimate payment behavior (after effort by collection agency)
–
Digital footprint predicts loss given default better than credit bureau score
–
Digital footprint predicts both fraud (~10% of defaults) and non-fraud defaults
Sample splits
–
Similar performance for large versus small orders
–
Similar performance for male versus female customers
–
Coefficient stability over time
Further tests
– Clustering on various dimensions (2-digit zip code, 3-digit zip codes, age, week)
– Control for type of purchased item
Difference analysis
– Pre-event trend: No trend
– Placebo test for all 52 weeks outside of event window: event window with largest effect and largest t-stat
– Default rate development consumer loans in Germany: no trend during our sample period
– Histogram of order amounts: No manipulation of order amounts
– Access to credit instead of default rate as dependent variable: Access to credit increases slightly when DF added
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Robustness tests: Out-of-sample estimates
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Robustness tests (scorable customers): detailed results
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Robustness test: Fraud
(1)
In-sample

(2)
Out-of-sample

AUC Credit Bureau Score
Baseline (as in paper)
Exclude fraud
Fraud as dependent variable
N

0.683
0.680
0.702
254,808

0.680
0.680
0.682
254,808

AUC Digital Footprint
Baseline (as in paper)
Exclude fraud
Fraud as dependent variable
N

0.696
0.691
0.786
254,808

0.688
0.681
0.728
254,808

AUC Credit Bureau Score + Digital Footprint
Baseline (as in paper)
Exclude fraud
Fraud as dependent variable
N

0.736
0.730
0.804
254,808

0.728
0.720
0.748
254,808

0.722
0.718
0.837
15,591

0.683
0.668
0.710
15,591

Panel 1: Scorable customers

Panel 2: Unscorable customers

AUC Digital Footprint
Baseline (as in paper)
Exclude fraud
Fraud as dependent variable
N
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Conclusion
• Is digital footprint useful for predicting payment behavior?
– Simple, easily accessible variables with similar predictive power as
credit bureau score
– Complement rather than substitute to credit bureau score
– Works equally well for unscorable customers
• Potentially wide implications
– Financial intermediaries’ business model: Digital footprint helps to
overcome information asymmetries between lenders and borrowers
– Access to credit for the unbanked
– Behavior of consumers, firms, and regulators in the digital sphere
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